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WHAT THE R.A.F. HAVE DONE. TO COLOGNE

WIDESPREAD) DAMAGE BY FIRE .MID BLAST

.. Cologne has had what was almost certainly its worst attack of the war*

The proof is positive - a whole succession of clear, though small-scale

photographs taken in "broad daylight.

After the promise of the night photographs taken during the attack on

Cologne on the night of March 13/14, Bomber Command was anxious to get day

photographs on the first suitable occasion. These have now been taken and

examined by the photographic interpreters*

They reveal even more damage than had been expected from the. night

photographs, which by no means covered every phase of the concentrated attack

They also confirm every single inforenee of possible damage made from the

evidence of the night photographs.

In the Nippes district, a northern and largely industrial part of the

tarn, there has been a direct hit with a largo bomb on a railway yard and

waggons have been thrown off the lines* At the south end of this yard
several railway workshops have been completely burnt out and others damaged

by high-explosives. The damage here covers an area of 75,000 square yards

occupied entirely by workshops*

East of these workshops .an exceptionally heavy bomb has dbmpletely

destroyed "buildings once covering an area of 6,000 square yards, and all

around much damage from "blast can be doteotedc Close by several other high-

explosive bombs have hit buildings.

Finally, the Franz Clouth rubber works, which produced tyres and tubes

and other material of war made of rubber, is knocked Out. The works were

spread over some 168,000 square yards; a large part of the works is actually
razed to the ground, several sheds are gutted by fire and many others badly

damaged*
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On the same side of the .Rhine, between the Gereon railway yard and

the suspension bridge, there are six points of substantial damage, all

the result of direct hits on closely built areas, A little to the north,

on this side of the river, another of our heaviest bombs has brought down

a comer block and smashed up several other buildings.

- Moving southwards, into the main city area, the trail of destruction

continues. South west of the main railway station there has been a

number of direct hits on large blocks with, additional damage by fire.

A thousand yards west of the cathedral a heavy bomb has in large

part destroyed a block of buildings which covered 16,000 square yards, with

much blast damage a long way beyond this limit*

A smaller block immediately south of the c'ity
!

s principal square hai

been so completely smashed that... the actual crater of the bomb can be seen

v/here the block once stopd.

Buildings round have been wrecked, and further south of the main

square another heavy bomb has utterly destroyed several buildings. A

mile to ’the south-east of the main square, a built-up, area, of 22,400

square yards is entirely gutted, with many large buildings burnt out.

To the east of the Rhine, Just east of the Hohenzollern bridge, some

large sheds close to the river bank have been damaged by blast, Further

east, by the Deutz railway yard, a chemical factory and factory buildings
beside it have been burnt out. What can be seen of the works in the

photographs, over an area of 37,500 square yards, is almost entirely

destroyed.

All this is. major damage, It is certain that there has been much

other damage which cannot so easily be seen in aerial photographs*

though this damage may be enough to make whole streets uninhabitable.

Such comparatively minor damage can only be observed after long examination

of the photographs.

At present only a preliminary report on the effect of the last

attack on Cologne is to hand. All the damage so far observed is

entirely new, the new photographs having been checked against others

taken not long before the last atta.ck.

NOTE; Photos arc available from P.N.A.
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